VOTE IS MIGHTIER THAN STRIKE--STARTLING PROOF
Car Men Walk Out and Get Nothing--Increase Offered "Voluntarily" by Company Now to Get Ballots

ELECTION NIGHT
RECEPTION AT OFFICE
OF DAILY SOCIALIST
All Workers Invited to Come Down and See Their Newspaper Shop--Bring Your Wife

"ANGEL FACE" BUSSE HIT
BY A NICE BIG DAB OF MUD

BIFF GROWERS AS CHILDREN WORKERS
Planters Raise Their Voice Against a Law to Protect Little Folks in Industry

BIGGEST HIGHER BALL
KNOWN TO HISTORY
(George M. Cohan, Famous American Operator)

LABORERS KILLED IN TUNNEL WORK

CATCH-AS-CATCH-CAN DEBATE
Mance, Socialist, and Clark, Republican, Will Go to Interracial Mat To-Night.

SEIZE THE GOVERNMENT, CRIES DUMA LEADER
By Protesters, March 18--the campaign to take the control of executive power in the hands of the working class in the Duma--the Russian parliament--will be undertaken by a new party of socialists directly opposed to the tsarist government.

LEAD, KINDLY LIGHT!
John's Class On the Way to Heaven in Devil Madhouses

BOODLE HANDLED IN FRISCO DEALS

CLASS FACTORY OWNERS HIT BY BIG COMRADE

PULLED OFF THE BUTTONS
Street Car Men Decide to Vote For Themselves.

HERE IS "HORSE SENSE" TO SHAME MEN
AN OUT O'WORK
By G. A. Strobel

City Government and Laborers
By Saul A. Knopf

AN EASTER HAT

from Collins The Hatter

The thing for you

OUR $2.00 SPECIAL

in all designs and colors

NOW READY

Come early and avoid the crowds

Southwest Corner Madison and La Salle Streets
UNION CLERKS
UNION HATS

Old Underoof
A particular whiskey for particular people

AMUSEMENTS

THE DAILY SOCIALIST Bazaar
At Brooke's Casino

Chas. Tyl & Co.
Merchant Tailors and Gents' Furnishers

Smoke Union Made Blue Label Cigars

SOLIDARITY OF WORKING MEN DEMANDS THAT THEY
S h o u l d subscribe for the Bohemian Socialist paper SPRAYERLOST. Subscription, per year:
Daily, sent by mail in Chicago $3.00
Daily, for the outside of Chicago $4.00
Delivered by carriers in Chicago, 10c per week
Weekly for Chicago and outside, 30c per year

ADDRESS: 683 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
VOTES THAT COUNT

No matter how many votes may be thrown away by workingmen on Democratic or Republican tickets; no matter whether Dunn or Bouse is the next mayor of Chicago; no matter whether the cheers or the jeers of the crowd in the Tribune tower on Tuesday evening, the only belief that the self-interest evidence of the intelligence of the workers who cast them will be those marked for the Socialist party.

The votes that will be marked for the union printer George Kepp will be the ones cast that will count for organized labor. They will be the only ones that will be invited by the Employers' Association to meet with them at any time. "Every vote for the Socialists," they have expressed at the polls the rebellion they have proclaimed in their unions and in the shop and in the factory during the remainder of the year.

The votes for the Socialist party will be the only ones that will really count against the traction steal. This will not be alone, nor principally, because each one will be accompanied with a "No" on the little ballot. These "NOs" might be as numerous and as little do much to check socialist grafting. But every Socialist vote is a warning which tells the advancing gang of street-smacks that their boot in the back pocket will not be retained in their behind much longer, even if they get it within their grasp.

MORGAN, RYAN, AND FIELD WOULD GIVE MIGHTY LITTLE FOR A STREET CAR FRANCHISE IN A CITY CONTROLLED BY SOCIALISTS.

Every vote that is cast for the Socialist party is a deadly blow at the whole system of exploitation. It is a goad against the sweatshop, child labor and the whole crushing system by which men and women are turned into profit.

The votes for the Socialist party are the only ones that will really be cast in this election against bossism. It is because the Socialist party is the only party that has adopted and is practicing an honest treatment for the political boss, by making the rank and file the masters.

Every vote not cast for the Socialist party is a vote for capitalist exploitation, a vote for the exploitation of the workingmen and the workingwoman. A Socialist is the embodiment of the collective ownership of the means of production. The Socialist is the embodiment of the abolition of the State and the destruction of the armed forces of the State.

IF YOU WANT THESE THINGS VOTE FOR THEM AND YOU WILL GET THEM. IF YOU ARE NOT TO VOTE FOR THEM AND GET THEM, OR VOTE AGAINST THEM, EVEN IF NOT IN A MAJORITY.

Let the capitalist class vote for Dunn and Darme. They are the candidates of that class.

Let the working class vote for its candidates—GEORGE KOEP.

REAL REASON FOR PUBLIC OWNERSHIP

Newspaper writers, magazine writers, editors and publishers of books, publishers of magazines, newspapermen, and the like, are all selling their labor for so little that the wage they are paid is only a fraction of what they could earn if they worked at an occupation. The wages paid to newspapermen and magazine writers are paid by a system of exploitation. This is because the Socialist party is the only party that has adopted and is practicing an honest treatment for the political boss, by making the rank and file the masters.

Every vote not cast for the Socialist party is a vote for capitalist exploitation, a vote for the exploitation of the workingmen and the workingwoman. A Socialist is the embodiment of the collective ownership of the means of production. The Socialist is the embodiment of the abolition of the State and the destruction of the armed forces of the State.

IF YOU WANT THESE THINGS VOTE FOR THEM AND YOU WILL GET THEM. IF YOU ARE NOT TO VOTE FOR THEM AND GET THEM, OR VOTE AGAINST THEM, EVEN IF NOT IN A MAJORITY.

Let the capitalist class vote for Dunn and Darme. They are the candidates of that class.

Let the working class vote for its candidates—GEORGE KOEP.